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    Dear Mr. Hoover: ee f net 

I have just been shocked and saddened by the news of the shooting 
* of Robert F. Kennedy.” ‘It also scared me because I feel. this could not be the | 
work of one crazy man. I’m sure I'm not alone in feeling this way either. Why 
must a man be shot to keep him out of office? There has to be something horrible 
behind it. ‘You ééfrtainly have the power to find out what it 1s.- I hope you have 

‘IgufS eriough to find and expose what kind of an organization or group of people would 
do such a thing. Don't let personal feelings guide you. Because I do not think the 

- American peoplé will accept this as the work of one man. I know that I felt that 
a po all the facts were not exposed in the assassination of John Kennedy. -I don't feel 
tela oil -° that Mr. Garrison would waste all his time trying to dig up the real truth if he did 

am _hot have an absolute certainty that the American public did not hear what really 
happened in the assassination. There are just too many unanswered questions in 
this case. I really don't believe that the Warren Report gave.us the whole story. 
It makes me sick that a President can be killed and we the American people, don't 
really know who or what was behind his death. Now his brother has been shot. 
I hope and pray that our government fs not so corrupt that its main investigating 
force will not becguse of personal reasons or fear of rebuke back down from a full . 

and thorough investigation of this mortifying act. I have a great fear for this 4 

country Ilove. Is it being overtaken by Communists or some worser evil? Will .. 

any of our great leaders be safe in public ?. * 

  

Please, Mr. Hoover, get on the ball or who knows maybe you will be 

too dangerous to someone and you will be shot too. 

 -. oe 

  

Sincerely, 

Kathy Theisen lage 18 
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